
Quarterly Issues and Programming Responses
For period covering: April 1, 2014 - June 30, 2014

WGCS, Goshen 91.1 FM - Goshen College Broadcasting Corporation
Note: This issues/programs list was filed after reviewing the programming that ran
during the above three-month period. A wide variety of public interest programs
were aired that related directly to issues facing our community, nation, and world.
Following is a summary of public affairs programs and times they aired:

Voices of Our World
Bioneers
PSAIPromos
American Religious Landscapes
College Mennonite Church Service
Trinity United Methodist Service

Environment: 5/18114

Sunday
Sunday
Daily
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

7:30-8:00 AM
8:00-8:30 'AM

12 PM - 6-8 minutes
9:15-10:45 AM
11 :00-11 :30 AM

Bioneers One Percent Solutions.' Cllinate Disruption, FossIl
BIllionaires and Democracy DE/icits

Conspicuous climate disruption is here now. At the same time, a global super-elite of fossil fuel mega-billionaires has cinched a political
stranglehold on American democracy, energy policies and politics. How can these rogue financial titans be stopped? Activist Victor Menoni,
legal scholar John A. Powell, and author and political operative Steven Hill outline strategies for rapid transformative change

Environment: 5/25114 Bioneers
Care

For millennia, prophets, mystics and poets have illuminated the oneness of all life. Today biology is confirming that we are genetic kin with
the entire diversity of life. Episcopal Reverends Fletcher Harper and Sally Bingham and Baptist Church Administrator G.L. Hodge preach the
gospel of Creation Care that more and more faith communities are embracing in a historic shift.

Without a /?oqf Keeping the Faith with Creatiol1
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Culture/Society: 611114 Bioneers
Narrative

As we enter what Paul Gilding calls the Great Disruption - it's only a matter of when, not whether, the world will change course on the scale
of a wartime mobilization - this time to restore nature and human communities. Author and 350.org founder Bill McKibben, Transition U.S.
leader Carolyne Stayton, community organizer Mary Gonzales and retired Marine Colonel Mark "Puck" Mykleby show how people are
building a national movement to create resilience from the ground up in local communities and regions.

Resilience From the Ground Up: A New Strategic

Culture/Society: 6/8114 Bioneers Women Changing the Story: Mother Bears, Polar
BearJ' and Women :5' Leadership

Women's truths, perspectives and voices have been largely missing from the global conversation, but that is beginning to change as women
awaken to their purposes and power. Courageous and eloquent women environmental and social justice leaders - journalist Rose Aguilar,
biologist Sandra Steingraber , and reproductive justice advocates Vanessa Daniel and Eveline Shen - share their stories of how the leadership
of women is changing the story and the world.

Environment: 5/18114 Voices of Our World Chasing ChIles

In the new book Chasing Chiles, three American chile-lovers examine the health of our agricultural and farming systems through the lens of
the iconic chile pepper - from the viewpoints of the farmers who cultivate the crops, to the cuisines and cultural traditions in which peppers
playa prominent role. Today we hear from co-author and ethno-botonist Gary Paul Nabhan.
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Culture/Society: 5/25114 Voices of Our World Wi-Fi Democracy

Today we can take part in 21 st century-style town meetings and national debates through websites such as America speaks. If your town is
registered with participatory sites such as SeeClickFix, you can let your local government know about a road hazard you encountered using
your smart phone. Our guest is Jared Duval, a fellow at Demos, a New York-based think tank, and author of New Generation Democracy:
What the Open-source Revolution Means for Power, Politics and Change.

Environment: 611114 Voices of Our World Becoming Noah

Rewilding is the international effort to save species by restoring habitats, reviving migration corridors and helping humans and the wild
coexist. Four decades after celebrating the first Earth Day, today we talk with journalist and author of Rewilding the World: Dispatches from
the Conservation Revolution, Caroline Fraser.

Culture/Society: 6/8/14 Voices of Our World /I/ega/ Limbo

With all the controversy and vitriol surrounding the immigration debate in the United States, it's easy to forget that at its essence, this is a
discussion about real people. A new book titled 'Living "Illegal": The Human Face of Unauthorized Immigration' hopes to highlight the
diverse aspects of the American immigrant experience today by telling the richly textured stories of real people despite the growing hostility
they face everyday.
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Religion: 5111114 American Religious Landscapes Prayer bdfJre municipal board
meetings

Religion: 5118/14 American Religious Landscapes Old Order Mennollite Church
history

Religion: 611114 American Religious Landscapes American Church HiftOty
Splits
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American Religious Landscapes ChuCKSwindallReligion: 6/8/14

Religion: 4/6/14 American Religious Landscapes James Dobson

Religion: 4/27/14 American Religious Landscapes Martin Luther
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Environment: 4/13114 Bioneers The New Abolitiollists: Farewell, Fossl! Fuels

Description: I don't want to write words that fill jail cells, and yet it is my abiding responsibility to protect my children from harm and plan
for their future. And my neighbors feel the same way. If the air, food and water out of which our children's bodies are constructed are
contaminated, we can't do our job as parents. If the day comes when I can be a better mother inside of jail than outside, I will be that mother.
- Sandra Steingraber

Education/Environment: 4/20114 Bioneers Disruptive De..figll: What Good .lOOK.f.like

One of the things that the children wanted in their school, which a lot of kids would want if they had the opportunity, is a river flowing
through their classroom. Kids like that kind of thing, and engineers immediately have a kind of tick that develops. [laughter] No, you can't
have a river. But in this case, what the team decided, well, this is a living building, perhaps we should listen to the students. - Jason
McLennan

Culture/Society: 4/6/14 Voices of Our World America Beyolld Capitalism

While your interest in the Occupy movement may have grown ice cold, it is a statistical probability that you too are part of the 99%. Job and
money-wise, it is still tough out there and change is needed but that change is not inevitable. The change most of us want to see can happen,
if the 99% of us collectively invent an economy that rewards the majority, the workers. Listen to our interview with professor of Political
Economy at the University of Maryland and author of America Beyond Capitalism, Gar Alperovitz.
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Society/Education: 4/20114 Voices of Our World Cruelty Kills

Despite anti-bullying laws enacted in 47 states and numerous ad campaigns, more than 4000 teens and pre-teens kill themselves each year as
a result of bullying. 14 year-old Jamie Rodemeyer shot himself after reading an anonymous post online which read, "Jamie is stupid, gay, fat
and ugly. He must die." Our guest today has a lot to offer on the subject of kid on kid cruelty. He is a Mal1ial Arts Instructor and a school
lecturer on his counter-cruelty program www.TheKidsAreUnited.com. Adam Mitchell is next on Voices.

Culture/Society: 4/27114 Voices of Our World Work Ethics

We're told to believe that success is linked to hard work and playing by the rules. And that's exactly what millions of Americans do each day,
but many families still need the social safety net to make end meets. Today we're discussing the "working poor" workforce that is often
excluded from our debates on the economy and public policy.

Religion: 6/22114 American Religious Landscapes
Convention

The Southern Baptist
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History: 6/29/14 Voices of Our World !Vot so /nnocellt

Throughout the history of the United States, children and the concept of childhood itself have always been highly politicized. Today we
explore how childhood in America has been manipulated over the years, and how the origins of many America's most beloved children's
songs, toys, books, and movies are not nearly as innocent as we may remember.

Philanthropy: 6/22/14 Voices of Our World Friends ill Higher Places

Our guest today is Trish Hack-Rubinstein, President and Co-founder of the Friends of Fresh and Green Academy, a school for impoverished
children in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Although she's been a flight attendant, Trish has felt the need to be involved in the lives of the poor since
her youth. And when Trish first visited Ethiopia in 2008, she instantly felt a connection to the school, the people, and the country

Society: 6/29/14 Bioneers
JVewEconomy

How extreme is wealth disparity in the US? Imagine every person in the economy walks by, in order of income from low to high, with
heights proportional to what people make. You'd see mostly a parade of dwarves, with some unbelievable giants at the very end. Political
economist and historian Gar Alperovitz and social entrepreneur Ted Howard of the Democracy Collaborative depict breakthrough models for
breaking this vicious cycle by democratizing wealth, ownership, and access to capital.

A Parade o/Dwarves.· Democratizing Wealth/or a
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